
Current Technologies for Your Startup Idea 

Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the creation of intelligent 

machines that work and react like humans. While there are a 

lot of different ways to think about AI and a lot of different 

techniques to approach it, the key to machine intelligence is 

that the machines must be able to sense and recognize 

objects and concepts, reason and make a plan, recommend or 

initiate action and adapt based on experience. 

Some examples of technologies that use AI include Waze, 

which uses traffic information to make route 

recommendations, or the spam filter in your email, which 

continually learns how to sort junk mail from real mail. Virtual 

personal assistants (VPA), like Siri, Cortana or Alexa, are all 

examples of AI since they recognize voice commands and turn 

them into action. 

Watch 

 

Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 

Virtual reality (VR) refers to computer-generated 

environments that can be experienced as if they were 

the real world. The best virtual realities are able to 

immerse the user completely. Virtual reality should 

not be confused with simple 3-D environments like 

those found in computer games, where you get to 

experience and manipulate the environment through 

an avatar, rather than personally becoming part of the 

virtual world. 

Virtual reality systems usually include a headset and a 

combination of sensors that allow the user to play a 

game or walk in an environment as if they were really 

there. 

Augmented reality (AR) combines real and computer-based scenes and images to deliver an enhanced view of the 

world, like Pokemon Go. 

Watch 

 

Big Data 

Big data essentially refers to the immense amount of 

data available in today’s world. This data comes from 

smartphones and social media posts; sensors, such as 

traffic signals and utility meters; consumer wearables 

like fit meters; electronic health records; and on and on. 

There are many significant opportunities to using big 

data analytics to uncover hidden patterns and give 

insights so as to make proper business decisions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vehXkgG3YcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vehXkgG3YcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYfNzhLXYGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYfNzhLXYGc


One classic example of big data analytics is targeted advertising. Netflix, for example, uses the data it collects on its 

subscribers to customize recommendations for what to watch next. Another less well-known example is the 

MagicBand at Disneyland, a wristband that park-goers wear. The device gathers big customer data and processes it 

to both significantly enhance customer experience and gain a wealth of insights to benefit long-term business 

strategy. 

Watch 

 

 

Internet of Things  

Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the rapidly growing network of 

connected objects that are able to collect and exchange data using 

embedded sensors. Thermostats, cars, lights, refrigerators, and 

more appliances can all be connected to the IoT. 

The most popular application is the smart home, like the Amazon 

Echo, which allows users to control things like turning on the lights 

or starting their coffee maker with their voices. Other examples 

include wearables, such as the Fitbit, which tracks your steps and 

calories burned and wirelessly syncs with your smartphone or 

computer. Smart cities and connected cars are also classic examples of the Internet of Things. 

Watch 

 

 

Blockchain 

While you may have heard of Blockchain in the context of 

cryptocurrency, it is actually a method for storing information 

with a lot of diverse applications. At its most basic level, 

blockchain is literally just a chain of blocks, or digital information 

(the “block”) stored in a public database (the “chain”). Blocks 

store information about transactions like the date, time, dollar 

amount and who is making the transaction. It is usually referred 

to as a “decentralized ledger,” meaning that the information is 

not stored in a central location, like a bank, and is theoretically 

safe from hackers. 

One clear application for blockchain is money transfers. It could also be used to monitor business supply chains, for 

copyright and royalty protection, digital voting, real estate or car transfers, tracing food to its origin, and so much 

more. 

Watch 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzxmjbL-i4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzxmjbL-i4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlhmzVL5bm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlhmzVL5bm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xGLc-zz9cA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xGLc-zz9cA


Cloud Computing 

A cloud computing system keeps its critical data on 

internet servers rather than distributing copies of data 

files to individual client devices. Video-sharing cloud 

services like Netflix, for example, stream data across the 

internet to individual devices rather than sending 

customers DVD physical discs. Some video games on 

the Xbox Live service, for example, can only be obtained 

online. The Chromebook is one example of how all 

personal computers might evolve in the future under 

this trend — devices with minimal local storage space 

and few local applications besides the web browser. 

Watch 

 

5G 

5G is the 5th generation of mobile networks, a significant 

evolution of today’s 4G LTE networks. In addition to delivering 

faster connections and greater capacity, a very important 

advantage of 5G is the fast response time referred to as 

latency. Latency is the time taken for devices to respond to 

each other over the wireless network. 3G networks had a 

typical response time of 100 milliseconds, 4G is around 30 

milliseconds and 5G will be as low as 1 millisecond. This 

virtually instantaneous communication opens up a new world 

of connected applications. 

This low latency is essential for developing VR, AR or IoT 

technologies. It will also pave the way for the development of 

eSports and IoT devices, and allow for higher definition content 

and potentially holographic video calls. When used in 

conjunction with many of the above technologies, 5G is critical 

to future development. 

Watch 

 

Robotics/Automation 

Robotics is the industry related to the engineering, construction and 

operation of robots – a broad and diverse field related to many commercial 

industries and consumer uses. The field of robotics intersects with other 

technologies, like the rise of big data and the development of artificial 

intelligence, which allow more sophisticated robots to be put to many uses, 

like manufacturing, health, and education. 

A lot of automated objects fall into the category of robots, like drones and 

Mars rovers, for example, but also the iRobot and self-driving cars. Robots 

are used in education as “teachers” or as programmable Legos. They can be 

used in medicine to perform surgeries or as bionic prostheses. The list goes 

on and on. 

Watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJncFirhjPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJncFirhjPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MC_Sfkh5-zQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MC_Sfkh5-zQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC0fFB0_TXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC0fFB0_TXI


 

Robotic Process Automation 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) software is similar to robotics, 

except that it refers to software robots and certain AI technologies. 

These software robots basically do what an employee would 

normally do, except that RPA software tends to be used to deal with 

the repetitive mind-numbingly boring tasks most employees dislike. 

For example, Walmart uses about 500 bots to automate tasks like 

answering employee questions or retrieve useful information from 

audit documents. RPA can also be used for tasks like processing 

orders, transferring data from one system to another or managing 

call center operations. 

Watch 

 

Quantum Computing 

We are probably all familiar with the idea of 

computing. Our computer technology has 

increase exponentially over recent decades. But 

for problems above a certain size and 

complexity, current technologies don’t have 

enough computational power to solve them. 

That’s where quantum computing comes in. All 

computing systems rely on a fundamental ability 

to store and manipulate information. Current 

computers manipulate individual bits, which 

store information as binary 0 and 1 states. 

Quantum computers leverage quantum 

mechanical phenomena to manipulate 

information. To do this, they rely on quantum bits, or qubits. 

One of the main applications of quantum computing is chemistry. Being able to model molecules can unlock 

breakthroughs in medicine, food, solar cells and so much more. It can also be used to design or test AI software, 

bringing further advancements in the field of AI. 

Watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW95yb6J1eU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW95yb6J1eU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=88&v=qarc7AA4-wM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=88&v=qarc7AA4-wM

